Impact of Random Telegraph Noise with Various Time Constants and Number of States in CMOS Image Sensors
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ABSTRACT

In this work, the impact of random telegraph noise (RTN) with various time constants and number of states to noise characteristics of CMOS image sensors are summarized based on a statistical measurement and analysis of a large number of MOSFETs. The obtained results suggest that from a trap located relatively away from the gate insulator/Si interface, the trapped carrier is emitted to the floating diffusion (FD) node. Also, an evaluation of RTN using root mean square values tends to underestimate the effect of RTN with large amplitude and relatively long time constants or multiple states. It is proposed that the amplitude of noise should be incorporated during the evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

Detection, characterization and reduction of random telegraph noise (RTN) are critically important in CMOS image sensors (CIS) [1]. A transition of the trap state (filled or empty) of in-pixel source follower (SF) during correlated double (CDS) sampling generates RTN in CIS. RTN induces relatively large amplitude noise at fixed pixels, and the visibility of RTN in captured images is quite significant. Especially for CIS with sub-electron readout noise, RTN becomes a stumbling block to achieve photon-countable sensitivity with all the pixels [2]. By using the array test circuit, we have previously reported statistical analysis of RTN regarding the effects of device structures, process conditions, detailed analysis of time constants and so on [3-8]. The parameters of RTN include amplitude, time constants (time to capture, \( \tau_c \) and time to emission, \( \tau_e \)) and number of states, and these parameters vary significantly among transistors. For example, measurement results of RTN with sampling period of 1μs and sampling time of 600s revealed that the time constants ratio (\(<\tau_e>/<\tau_c>\)) in two-state RTN is distributed for at least nine order of magnitude [6]. Also, various types of multi-state RTN incorporated with multiple number of traps in a transistor have been reported to appear [7]. The effect of RTN during CIS operation may also vary due to the different sets of RTN parameters. For CIS in general, the effect of RTN is evaluated by the measured values of root mean square of pixel output signal after CDS. The effect of RTN with various parameters to the readout noise of CIS has not been fully studied. Recently, an extraction method of characteristic time constants of RTN (\( \tau_e \)) based on double sampling has been reported to be useful [9]. In this work, we describe the impact of RTN with various time constants and number of states in CIS operation using CDS in order to clarify the effects of RTN with various parameters and propose an evaluation method thereof. Distribution of time constants and their behavior to gate overdrive voltage are summarized first. Then, using the waveforms obtained by fast and long sampling (1μs period for 600s) of MOSFETs with RTN, noise characteristics in CDS operation with various sampling intervals and sampling numbers were analyzed and important findings are summarized.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig.1 shows the test circuit used in this work to statistically analyze the RTN characteristics [3-8]. Fig.2 shows the block diagram of measurement system. Fig.3 summarizes the experimental procedure in this work. The array test circuit was fabricated by a 0.22μm technology node CMOS technology. The gate oxide thickness and gate size (width/length) of measured MOSFETs are 5.6nm and 0.28μm/0.22μm, respectively. At first, output signal of 131K MOSFETs were measured by non-CDS frame sampling to extract MOSFETs with RTN waveforms. Then, for randomly selected 721 MOSFETs with RTN, non-CDS continuous sampling was carried out.

---

---
out for each MOSFET with 1μs sampling period for 600s and the parameters of RTN were extracted. After that, the CDS waveforms with various time intervals and sampling numbers were constructed from the obtained non-CDS raw data, and the noise parameters such as root mean square of pixel output voltage ($V_{rms}$) and maximum RTN amplitude ($\Delta V_{RTN}$) were extracted to be analyzed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig.4 shows the cumulative probability distribution of $V_{rms}$ of 131K MOSFETs with five drain current ($I_D$) conditions measured at the step 1 in Fig.3. RTN waveforms appeared in about 10% of measured MOSFETs. As previously reported, appearance probability of high $V_{rms}$ due to RTN is reduced by increasing the drain current. It is because the effect of a trap becomes smaller when the number of carriers in channel is larger. Fig.5 shows the ratio of number of RTN states for the measured MOSFETs under non-CDS continuous sampling extracted at the step 4 in Fig.3. About 40% of the measured MOSFETs with RTN in this work exhibited more than two states under the measurement condition. This suggests the impact of multi-state RTN toward CIS noise characteristics should be paid attention. Fig.6 shows the extracted mean time to capture $<\tau_c>$ as a function of mean time to emission $<\tau_e>$. They are distributed broadly for at least six orders of magnitude from several micro to several seconds\cite{6}. Fig.7 shows the dependencies of $<\tau_c>$ and $<\tau_e>$ on the $V_{GS}$ for extracted 35 MOSFETs\cite{8}, and Fig.8 shows the energy band diagrams with capture and emission processes to explain the results in Fig.7. In Fig.7(a), $<\tau_c>$ decreases exponentially as $V_{GS}$ increases for all of the extracted MOSFETs. When $V_{GS}$ increases, the channel electron density increases exponentially within the measured conditions. Then the capture probability, which is inversely proportional to $<\tau_c>$, increases exponentially\cite{6}. The dependency of $<\tau_c>$ on $V_{GS}$ is categorized into three types as shown in Fig.7(b-d). Here, $<\tau_c>$ depends on the distance and difference of energy levels between the trap and conduction band of substrate to which the carrier is emitted\cite{6, 4, 9}. In Fig.7(b), $<\tau_c>$ increases as $V_{GS}$ increases, it is because the potential barrier toward Si increases. In Fig.7(c), $<\tau_c>$ does not change, indicating the trap position is near the interface. The results in Fig.7(d), where $<\tau_e>$ decreases as $V_{GS}$ increases, indicate that for a part of MOSFETs with relatively long $<\tau_e>$, i.e., located relatively away from the interface, trapped electrons are emitted to the poly-Si gate electrode side instead of Si channel side. This is especially problematic to CIS aiming for photon-countable sensitivity because the emitted electrons are mixed with signal electrons at the FD node. This may limit the thinning of the gate oxide of SF, which is effective to reduce RTN amplitude due to the gate capacitance increase.

Figs.9-10 show the relationship of $V_{rms}$ and $\Delta V_{RTN}$ between continuous sampling and CDS modes for various numbers of CDS sampling. $V_{rms}$ has long been employed as index of noise, however RTN with a large $\Delta V_{RTN}$ and a long time constant is underestimated for some applications like movie video capturing in low light level or it may be even undetected because of small $V_{rms}$. The $\Delta V_{RTN}$ is not suppressed by the CDS operation as indicated in Fig.10 if a capture or an emission occurs during the CDS interval. Fig.11 shows the waveforms, histograms and $V_{rms}$ as a function of CDS interval for specific four samples A-D shown in Figs.9-10.
The characteristics of \( V_{ms} \) as a function of CDS interval are well fitted for two-state RTN cases by the following equation [9], which is a function of the time constants and \( \Delta V_{RTN} \):

\[
V_{ms} = \frac{\sqrt{2\pi \tau_e}}{\tau_e + \tau_r} \cdot \Delta V_{RTN} \cdot \sqrt{1 - \exp(-t/\tau_e)}
\]

For the sample D which shows multi-state RTN, its \( \Delta V_{RTN} \) in CDS operation is determined by the direct transition between the most distant states. This cannot be characterized by taking into account the \( V_{ms} \) only. Consequently, for RTN with relatively long time constant as well as with multiple states, the \( \Delta V_{RTN} \) should be taken into account together with the \( V_{ms} \) for characterization.

CONCLUSIONS

The impact of RTN with various time constants and number of states to noise characteristics of CIS were demonstrated in this work. It is suggested that from a trap located relatively away from the gate insulator/Si interface, the carrier is emitted to the FD node, which is to be mixed with signal photoelectrons. An evaluation of RTN using \( V_{ms} \) values tends to underestimate the effect of RTN with large amplitude and relatively long time constants or multiple states. It is proposed that the amplitude of noise should be incorporated for the evaluation of RTN. These findings are important for characterization and reduction of RTN. The effect of RTN in correlated multiple sampling will be studied based on the framework developed in this work.
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samples A–D. Sample C exhibits a relatively long $\tau_{e}$, thus $V_{\text{rms}}$ in CDS becomes relatively small. However, the $\Delta V_{\text{RTN}}$ is as large as that of continuous sampling mode times square root of two when signal transition occur during the CDS interval.
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**Fig. 9** $V_{\text{rms}}$ extracted in CDS with 7μsec interval and 10ms period as a function of $V_{\text{rms}}$ extracted in continuous sampling for different CDS sampling numbers; (a) 100, (b) 1000, (c) 10000 and (d) 50000. Markers A–D indicate specific four MOSFETs. The $V_{\text{RTN}}$ in CDS increases as the sampling number increases and tends to reach the $\Delta V_{\text{RTN}}$ in continuous sampling mode multiplied by square root of two.
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**Fig. 10** $\Delta V_{\text{RTN}}$ extracted in CDS with 7μsec interval and 10ms period as a function of $\Delta V_{\text{RTN}}$ extracted in continuous sampling for different CDS sampling numbers; (a) 100, (b) 1000, (c) 10000 and (d) 50000. Markers A–D indicates specific four MOSFETs. Direct transition between most distant states.

**Fig. 11** Waveforms and histogram in continuous sampling and CDS, and $V_{\text{rms}}$ as functions of double sampling interval for samples A–D. Sample C exhibits a relatively long $\tau_{e}$, thus $V_{\text{rms}}$ in CDS becomes relatively small. However, the $\Delta V_{\text{RTN}}$ is as large as that of continuous sampling mode times square root of two when signal transition occur during the CDS interval.